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The rose window of Westminster Abbey, accompanied by the inscription TVEATVR VNITA DEVS, the dates 1947 and 2007, and the denomination FIVE POUNDS.
Queen Elizabeth IA portrait of Queen Elizabeth I, crowned and set within a mandorla. A rose has been placed at each connecting point, while the two side arches each contain a leaf pattern reminiscent of the carvings made by Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. The year of her accession and the year of the anniversary are both shown in Roman numerals.Edge Inscription: I HAVE REIGNED WITH YOUR LOVES Proof coin. 28.28 grams of .925 sterling silver. Diameter: 38.61 millimeters.Face value: Originally 25p / Twenty Five Pence. Presentation Interestingly, this design does not feature the value of the coin on it, unlike today’s coins. Are There Any Other Versions Of The Coin? In 1972 Queen Elizabeth II and HRH Prince Philip celebrated their Silver Wedding (25th) Anniversary. They had been married in 1947 and at the time no British coin was issued to celebrate the event. However, in 1972 it was decided to celebrate their anniversary with the issue of a commemorative crown coin. It’s important to note that the coins were not issued for standard circulation, as the Crown became much more of a commemorative coin in the 20th century compared to centuries before when it was an ordinary circulating coin that would be used in daily life. Does This Mean It Is Rare?The 1972 crown was the first British coin to have a face value of 25 pence. Previous crowns had been Five Shillings face value. The absence of an inscription denoting the face value now causes some confusion, particularly because, as from 1990, it appears to have been decided that future crowns would assume a Five Pounds face value. A few years after the wedding Princess Elizabeth would succeed to the throne becoming Queen following the death of her father, King George, on 5 February 1952. Decimalisation The Prince Philip Crown was released in 2021 and is now sold out at the Royal Mint. It was designed by Ian Rank-Broadly, who also created the fourth definitive coinage portrait of Her Majesty The Queen.
The Royal Mint describes the range as a ‘story of love and loyalty’, this can be seen as seven decades of commitment between The Queen and Prince Philip as a couple and also between the pair and their country.An exclusive memorial tribute to celebrate the life and legacy of HM Queen Elizabeth II and HRH Prince Philip in 92.5% sterling silver. A limited-edition presentation of just 200. The reverse features the crown of St. Edward above shields bearing the Royal Arms and the Coat of Arms of Prince Philip, separated by an anchor. First and foremost it was minted to commemorate the Silver Anniversary of the Royal Wedding between Princess Elizabeth and Philip Mountbatten which took place on Thursday 20 November 1947 at Westminster Abbey in London. Combined figures of Britannia and Marianne, with the words ENTENTE CORDIALE and the anniversary dates 1904 and 2004. The Queen Elizabeth II Crown features the official coinage portrait of His Majesty The King, which received the monarch’s personal approval. The reverse features two new portraits of the Queen by artist John Bergdahl.
Conjoined portrait depicting HM Queen Elizabeth II and HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh right, legend around.
Buy Collectable Coins Online
Got questions about buying or selling coins? Our friendly team of numismatists (coin experts) are ready to assist with valuations, offers, postage enquiries, and more. On the three crowns issued between 1951 and 1960, the value "Five Shillings" appeared, but this was again omitted from the Churchill Commemorative crown of 1965. Britain had only just completed decimalisation in 1971, it may have been sensible, with hindsight, to have shown the new decimal equivalent - 25 New Pence - on this and subsequent crown issues. Design features HMS Victory & Temeraire in battle, surrounded by inscription TRAFALGAR and the dates 1805 & 2005. We offer a wide range of collectable and investment coins in pre-owned and brand-new condition. As our name suggests, we focus on British coins (from hammered metal-detecting finds to modern Royal Mint issues) with a healthy selection of pieces from international mints too. All the coins we sell are 100% guaranteed authentic and, where relevant, are individually certified.
This is common practice for commemorative coins, as the Royal Mint likes to produce proof versions for collectors to buy alongside the standard version of the coin. How Many Were Minted? A representation of Crystal Palace within the value FIVE POUNDS, stylised railway lines in the shape of a V incorporating a portrait of Queen Victoria, a remnant of the words ONE PENNY and the anniversary dates of 1901 and 2001. From the very start of their marriage public duties loomed large. Royal tours could take the couple away from their young family for up to six months and vast crowds would line the streets of London to welcome their homecoming. Today's improved communications make touring just as gruelling, as more gets done in less time. Television has enabled the public to see far more of the important role the monarchy plays and has witnessed a very personal approach to meeting the people with now familiar "walkabouts". Millions have seen the couple's tireless dedication to duty, in television documentaries, which has earned them respect not just in Britain but the world over. Despite being produced in their millions and being available at face value from most post offices and banks, the ordinary business strike was a Royal Mint commemorative issue and not intended for general circulation.The reverse features the crown of St. Edward above shields bearing the Royal Arms and the Coat of Arms of Prince Philip, separated by an anchor. The crown represents the Queen's formal role, being worn by her on state occasions, and the anchor symbolises Prince Philip's distinguished naval career. the 50th wedding anniversary of H. M. Queen Elizabeth II and H.R.H. Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh. Offered in the original box. These coins were not issued in the standard plastic capsule. One of 10,000 in this presentation. Condition This crown coin was issued to celebrate the 25th silver wedding anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip the Duke of Edinburgh, in 1972. It has a value of 25p, a weight of 28.3 grams and a diameter of 38 millimeters.
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Free UK shipping. 15 day free returns.
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👋 Hey, welcome to the UK's largest shopping community!
More than 3000 people, like you, have joined our community to share more than 9000 verified deals, leading to over 15000 conversations between people sharing their expertise, tips and advice.
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*So you can easily identify outgoing links on our site, we've marked them with an "*" symbol. Links on our site are monetised, it means we can keep our platform free to use, without compromising on impartiality. Whether or not we're paid doesn't change how hot a deal can potentially get - that's only up to hotukdeals members. We believe it should always be up to our community to decide which deals fly and which fall. Read more about how hotukdeals makes money.
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